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#    TITLE                    TIME  

 

  

1. Augustine: A Voice for All Generations              55 min.  

“Engaging, easy to watch account of Augustine’s life from brilliant, wayward youth 

to transformed, influential adult.  It shows the power of a persistent mother’s 

prayers.  Augustine’s life presents much that is applicable to our fast paced 21st 

Century lives.  Very worthwhile!”  Hans R.  

  

2. Amy Carmichael: Mother to the Motherless            58 min.  

  “Amy Carmichael is a fantastic example of a faith in God, although she suffered   

  through many trials.  A must-see DVD.”  Pat H.  

  

3. Dr. David Livingstone: Missionary Explorer of Africa          58 min.  

“Dr. Livingstone explored Africa for the London Missionary society to look for  

healthy places to put mission bases.  In this movie he is “emphasized as a 

geographical explorer rather than a spiritual leader.”  The narrators are “very  

hard to understand because of their accent.”  Duane H.  

  

4. Robber of the Cruel Streets: The Prayerful Life of George Muller      59 min.  

 “It’s an excellent movie about faith and trust in the Lord.  Highly  

recommended.”  Gene B.  

  

5. C.H. Spurgeon: The People’s Preacher             70 min.  

“Spurgeon was a remarkable preacher and writer and he has left a legacy of 

sermons and publications that are meaningful to this day.  This documentary   

and re-enactment of portions of Spurgeon’s life held our interest and gave us 

 a good insight into his character and charisma that drew people to him.  God 

gave him a powerful gift that Spurgeon used freely.”  John & Linda W. 

  

6. Corrie ten Boom: A Faith Undefeated              55 min.  

  This is a “story of persevering faith and forgiveness.”  Corrie was “mistakenly   

  released” from Ravensbruck concentration camp, and “she spent the rest of her   

  life caring for death camp survivors and witnessing how God had been with her   

  from the beginning.”  Pat T.  

  

7. The Nativity Story                  101 m.  

  Hollywood dramatization of the birth of Christ; rated PG  

“Powerful, timeless and visually magnificent, The Nativity Story is a beautiful telling 

of one of the world’s most familiar stories.”  Dean Richards, WGN-TV, Chicago  

  



8. Santa and Pete                   92 min.  

From Feature Films for Families  

  From the movie case: “On Christmas Eve, a grandfather tells his young grandson  

a fanciful story of how a cook named Pete helps St. Nicholas…”   

  

9. The Star of Christmas                  45 min.  

  From the movie case: An “action-packed” Veggie Tale adventure “which teaches  

that it’s the true story of God’s love that shows us how to love one another at  

Christmas time and throughout the year!”  

  

10. Facing the Giants                  112 m.  

  Hollywood movie; rated PG!  

  From the movie case: “Trusting that God can somehow do the impossible,  Coach 

Taylor and his Shiloh Christian Eagles soon discover how faith plays out on  the 

field and off!”    

  

11. Seasons of the Heart                  100 m.  

  From Feature Films for Families  

  

12. Home at Last                     59 min.  

  From Feature Films for Families  

  

13. The Sandy Bottom Orchestra                99 min.  

  From Feature Films for Families  

  

14. The Inheritance                   89 min.  

  Based on a novel by Louisa May Alcott  

  

15. The Ponderosa                   75 min.  

  The Cartwrights as seen on PAX  

  

16. Brother Against Brother & Treasure              95 min.  

  The Cartwrights as seen on PAX  

  

17. Spirit Rider                    94 min.  

  From Feature Films for Families  

  

18. Jacob’s Harvest                   95 min.  

  From Feature Films for Families   

  

19. The Perfect  Stranger                  105 m.  

  Based on the novel Dinner with A Perfect stranger.  

  Jesus is the “perfect stranger.” It makes you think.  

  

 



20.  Fireproof                    118 m.  

  Starring Kirk Cameron; topics are Christian life and marriage commitment.  

  

21.        What If . . .           118 m. 

Fictional story about a man and his purpose in life.  Given another chance at life,  

He is challenged when he finds himself in the life he could have chosen.  Best  

  For older teens and adults.   

 

22.        The Code of Life: DNA, Information, and Mutations     45 min. 

              Lecture by Georgia Purdom, PhD in molecular genetics from Ohio State University 

 

23.        Incredible Creatures that Defy Evolution, Vol. 2      50 min. 

              Upper elementary children - adults 

  

24.        Incredible Creatures that Defy Evolution, Vol. 3      80 min. 

             Upper elementary children – adults 

 

25.        King George and the Ducky        30 min. 

              Veggie Tales adventure 

 

26.        Milo, the Mantis Who Wouldn’t Pray       60 min. 

 Based on a story by Max Lucado for young children 

 

27.  Creation Astronomy         36 min. 

 Evidence for creation presented by Jason Lisle, PhD in Astrophysics from the  

 University of Colorado 

 

28. Is Genesis Relevant Today?        30 min. 

 Lecture given by Ken Ham at Cedarville University 

 

29. Fossils & the Flood: What’s the Connection?      30 min. 

 Lecture given by Ken Ham at Cedarville University 

 

30. Rock Strata, Fossils, and the Flood       47 min. 

 Lecture given by dr. Andrew Snelling, PhD in geology from the University of  

Sydney, Australia 

 

31. The Great Debate on Science and the Bible: Young Earth vs. Old Earth   125 m. 

  Ken Ham (Answers in Genesis) & Dr. Jason Lisle (PhD in Astrophysics) vs. 

  Dr. Walter Kaiser (Gordon Conwell Theological Seminary) & Dr. Hugh Ross 

  (Reasons to Believe) moderated by John Ankerberg.  Ten segments, 25 minutes 

  each, plus commentary. Best for adults and older teens. 

 

 



32.   4 Power Questions to Ask an Evolutionist      50 min. 

 Presented by Mike Riddle, who holds a degree in mathematics and a graduate  

 Degree in education. 

 

33. The Story of Jesus for Children        67 min. 

 Adaptation of The Jesus Movie made for children. 

 “The story of Jesus as seen through the eyes of children who might have lived 

 during the time Jesus lived on earth.” Case back 

 Contains English, Spanish, French, German, Italian, Russian, Polish and Portuguese 

 Languages; subtitled in English and Spanish. 

 

34.  The Miracles of Jesus         45 min. 

 An animated Bible classic from NEST Family Entertainment, directed by Richard 

 Rich, a former Walt Disney Productions director. 

 “An exciting panorama of Jesus’ most touching miracles.” From the case 

 

 

35.The Legend of the Three Trees               ? min.  

  The classic folktale is narrated by Hal Holbrook, famed for his portrayal of   

  Mark Twain.  

  “Thoughtfully written and beautifully animated, The Legend of The Three Trees   

  teaches children and adults alike the significance of their role in God’s plan for   

  the world.” from case back  

  

36.Already Gone: Why Your Kids Will Quit Church and What You Can Do to Stop It   ? min.  

  This sermon was given by Ken Ham at Grove Avenue Baptist Church in Richmond,  

  Virginia, discussing “profound cultural changes taking place in our Western world”  

  Which have led to young people leaving the church and “faith of their parents.”         

  From the case back  

  

37.Hermie: A Common Caterpillar               60 min.  

Max Lucado story with the theme “God’s not finished with you yet.”  

  Narrated by Tim Conway and Don Knotts  

  A children’s story   

  

38.Life Without Limbs: From No Limbs to No Limits!          70 min.  

  “The amazing, moving and inspiring story of how a limbless young man has been  

  able to overcome adversity by the Grace and Power of God.”  

    

39.Love Comes Softly                  88 min.  

  Based on Janette Oke’s best-selling book series.  Christian romance set in the   

  Old West: widow Marty Claridge and widower Clark Davis meet and find an   

  unexpected way to survive after loss.  

  



 

 

40.Love’s Enduring Promise                87 min.  

  Sequel to Janette Oke’s Love Comes Softly.  Christian romance: A young woman   

  is devoted to teaching school and doing her share on the family farm.  She finds  

  herself caught between the love of two men: a railroad heir and a mysterious    

  stranger.  

  

41.Where Does the Evidence Lead?              60 min.  

  Six 10-minute segments exploring the Theory of Intelligent Design for teen  

  & adult discussion  

  From Illustra Media  

  

42.The Gift                    5 CDs  

  The story of the healing of Nathan Hurst’s soul.  He hated Christmas until he met  

  a young mother and her special son.   

Read by John Dossett, written by Richard Paul Evans, author of The Christmas Box.  

 

43.The Case for Christ: The Film         71 min.  

A journalist’s personal investigation of the evidence for Jesus  

  

44.It Is Well                    1 CD  

  The Knudtson family; 11 songs.  

  

45.Do You Believe?                  122 m.  

  PG-13 for thematic elements, an accident sequence, and some violence  

  “A dozen different souls-all moving in different directions, all longing for  

  something more.  As their lives unexpectedly intersect, they each are about  

  to discover there is power in the Cross of Christ…even if they don ‘t yet   

  believe it.” (from the case)  

  

46.Amazing Grace                   118 m.  

  “Based on the true story of William Wilberforce…and his courageous quest  

  to end the British slave trade.”  (from the case)  

  

47.War Room: Prayer is a Powerful Weapon            120 m.  

  From the creators of Fireproof and Courageous  

A couple’s marriage is falling apart until Miss Clara challenges the wife to save  

 their crumbling lives by establishing a “war room” of prayer.  The husband must  

  “decide if he will make amends with his family.”    

  Donated by Duane and Carol Haiby  

  

48.Little Ones Can Do Big Things Too!              95 min.  



  Collection of three Veggie Tales stories (Pistachio: The Little Boy Who Wouldn’t,  

  Lyle the Kindly Viking, and Dave & The Giant Pickle), plus new footage of the Veggie  

  Kids sharing their thoughts, “How to Draw Goliath,” sing-a-longs and more!  

  

49.Larry Learns to Listen                  75 min.  

  Larry learns “that God gave friends and family to help us through each day.”  

  The Veggie Tale version of Pinocchio and a “comical re-telling of the …Battle of   

  Jericho” are also included.  

  

50.The Exodus Revealed: Search for the Red Sea Crossing          60 min.  

  Follow “the footsteps of the children of Israel in an unforgettable journey. . .   

  That reveals physical evidence for the Exodus” as recorded in the Bible.  

  

51.Woodlawn: The True Story                123 m.  

  “In 1973, a spiritual awakening captured the heart of nearly every player on the  

  Woodlawn High School football team.”  See what happened in the midst of the    

  Civil Rights Movement in this Birmingham school that led to the rise of superstar,  

  Tony Nathan.    

  

52.Voyage of the Dawn Treader                113 m.  

Third in The Chronicles of Narnia fantasy-adventure series by C.S. Lewis  

From Walden Media  

 

53.Jesus: The Desire of Ages         61 min.  

  “An artistic portrayal of Christ’s passion set against the backdrop of the many   

  lives He touched during his earthly ministry.”   

  

54.Where Hope Grows                  98 min.  

  Calvin Campbell’s faith is restored when he meets a man with Down syndrome.  

  

55.Passion of the Christ                  126 m.  

  Mel Gibson’s movie about the last 12 hours of Jesus life before His crucifixion  

  For older teens and adults only, because of the violence  

  NOT FOR YOUNG CHILDREN!  

  

56.Letters to God                    114 m.  

  “Tyler Doherty is an extraordinary eight-year-old boy armed with strong faith   

  and courage as he faces his daily battle against cancer.” He begins to write letters  

  to God, and others lives are transformed.  Inspired by a true story.  [See the book  

  in our GLC Library children’s section.]   

  

57.Seven Alone                    80 min.  

“Seven brave children journey to the Old West alone, determined to fulfill their 

parents’ wishes.”  Based on a true story.   

  



58.The Pistol                    104 m.   

  “The Pistol is the uplifting story of a scrawny eighth grade boy whose stunning   

  basketball skills earn him a spot on the high school team! . . . But, Pistol Pete’s life   

  was about more than basketball.” The bonus material will tell you why.  

  

  Pete Maravich was an NBA All-Star and Hall-of-Famer, and one of the most admired   

  and respected athletes in the world.   

  

59.Louis Zamperini: Captured by Grace              60 min.  

“Olympic track star Louis Zamperini survived a brutal Japanese POW camp and   

 returned home from the war to a hero’s welcome.  But he would soon see that his   

life was far from unbroken. . . Then, in 1949, God changed everything.”  

    

This movie is a TV special from The Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, and   

  contains a segment about their library where a commercial would be located,  

  so your DVD player has not skipped any of the narrative of Louis’ life.  Keep   

  watching and you’ll get the rest of the story.    

   

  We also have the book Unbroken, which tells the story of Louis’ time in the  

Japanese POW camp.  

  

60.The Hiding Place                  145 m.  

“With the WWII Nazi invasion of Holland, the Ten Boom family joins the under-  

ground resistance to help save persecuted Jewish families.  But when they are 

arrested and imprisoned in concentration camps themselves, they’re left with 

nothing to cling to but their faith.”  

 

61.Soul Surfer                    106 m.  

  “Soul Surfer is the incredible true story of teen surfer Bethany Hamilton, who  

  lost her arm in a shark attack and courageously overcame all odds to become  

  a champion again through her sheer determination and unwavering faith.”  

  Starring Helen Hunt, Carrie Underwood, Dennis Quaid, and Anna Sophia Robb.  

    

62.Heaven Is Real: A Vision of Eternity According to the Scriptures       60 min.  

  This movie uses Scripture and commentaries by Joni Eareckson Tada,   

  George Gallup, Jr., and Dr. Larry Poland to reveal “the spiritual mysteries and   

  physical characteristics of Heaven and Hell.”   

  

63.More Than Dreams                  187 m.  

  Five stories of former Muslims who now are Christians because of visions of Jesus.    

  Khalil, a radical Egyptian terrorist, Mohammed a Nigerian herdsman, Dini and Indonesian   

  teenager, Khosrow a young Iranian man, and Ali a Turkish alcoholic all have visions of   

  Christ without any knowledge of the Gospel and without contact with Christians.  

  Amazing stories!     Copy 2  

  



 

 

 

 

64.A Christmas Detour                  85 min.  

  Part of the Hallmark “Countdown to Christmas” collection of romances.     

  Four travelers are “detoured” by a snowstorm, and may possibly miss Christmas  

               with loved ones. “As their madcap adventure ensues, the foursome will be forced  

  to face a lot more surprises than the ever-changing snowstorm…”  

  Starring Candace Cameron Bure  

  

65.Homecoming: A Christmas Story              98 min.  

  “Set on a Depression Christmas Eve in 1933, this heart-tugging story centers  

  around the Waltons. They’re a rural American family preparing to celebrate  

  Christmas together.  Though times are tough, love and sharing are abundant  

  in this family.” This movie inspired the popular TV show “The Waltons.”  

  Starring Patricia Neal and Richard Thomas   

  PG for brief mild language.  (Angry teen uses mild swearing)  

  

66.Metamorphosis                  64 min.  

  This movie explores the world of the butterflies, especially the Monarch.  “Spectacular   

  photography, computer animation and magnetic resonance imaging open once hidden   

  doors to every stage of a butterfly’s life cycle…It is a transformation so incredible    

  biologists have called it as ‘butterfly magic.’” Produced by Illustra Media, an organization  

  committed to bringing the evidence of a Divine Creator to the world.  

  

67.The Lee Strobel 3-Disc Film Collection              210 m.  

  The Case for Christ (71 min.), The Case for Faith (79 min.), and The Case for a Creator   

  (60 min.) are based on Lee Strobel’s books by the same title.  This author uses his skills   

  as an investigative reporter to bring compelling evidence of a creator and the divinity of  

Christ.    

 

68.God’s Not Dead                 114 m.  

  When an atheist philosophy professor insists his students declare “God is dead,”  

  one student is challenged to defend his faith and prove God is not dead.  

   “This DVD was GREAT! It was not hokey, or slow, or too preachy.  It caught our 

   attention and really made us think, but also reinforced God’s Word.  We liked 

   it very much.” Joe and Janna Gerold 

  

69.Silver Bells                    88 min.  

A veteran sports anchor, who lives “for the win,” gets into a brawl with a referee  

 and is sentenced to do community service as a Salvation Army bell ringer.  This is a  

 life changing “sentence” for a man who made everything a competition. His job and  

 family relationships will never be the same!  

  



70.The Shack                    132 m.  

  Sam Worthington plays a man who has lost his daughter in a tragic accident. He and   

  his wife are both guilt-ridden. Tim McGraw is the neighbor who tries to help him stay  

  in tune with God and his wife. Octavia Spencer plays God, who comes to him as a   

  mother figure because he is “not ready for a father figure.” The movie deals with loss,  

  guilt, and the idea that “you’re never as alone as you think.”   

  

71.Martin Luther                    105 m.  

  Classic black and white production  

  “Passion and power . . . it could hardly be surpassed! This ‘Martin Luther’ is a titan. . .    

  brilliant . . . forceful . . . commands attention.”  New York Times  

Extras: “Biography of a Film,” bios and photos of the actors and production personnel,    

full-color tour of Luther sites.  

  

72.Martin Luther                   110 m.  

A Lion Television production in association with PBS and Devillier Donegan   

  Enterprises.   

               Special Features: Luther the Hero, Luther the Villain, Luther’s World and Behind 

               the  Scenes  

  Narrated by Liam Neeson  

  

73.Martin Luther Story, The                30 min  

  One of The Torchlighters Heroes of the Faith                      +90 min  

  30-minute children’s animated biography of Martin Luther, plus 90 minute   

  documentary on Martin Luther  

  Also includes comprehensive leader’s guide and reproducible student handouts  

  In PDF form.  

  

74.Pilgrim’s Progress                  72 min  

  This dramatic presentation of John Bunyan’s classic tale takes the viewer on the   

  “exciting and challenging” journey of a young Christian on his way to “the Celestial  

  City.”  

  Filmed in Northern Ireland, and narrated by George Beverly Shea.  This is Liam Neeson’s  

  first big screen production.   

  Original music is performed by the London Philharmonic.  

  An introduction precedes the drama.  

  

75.Ben-Hur, 2016 version                  124 m.  

PG-13 For violence and disturbing images.  

This modern version is greatly changed from the book and the 1959 version. Although  

  there are more appearances of Jesus in this version, His impact is not as great. The story  

  has been altered to give a “feel good” ending that seems forced. However, if you have   

  not read the book or seen the longer 1959 version, you may find this movie by  

Mark Burnett, Roma Downey, et. al. satisfying.  There is plenty of conflict and action.  

  Morgan Freeman plays an important role.   



“Very good DVD.  Action packed, but also brought our attention to the history of Rome 

 and what was transpiring during Jesus’ crucifixion.” Janna Gerold 

 

  

76.Ben-Hur, 1959 version                  222 m.  

  “The visual splendor, thundering action and towering drama of Ben-Hur is unmatched.”   

  This movie was nominated for 14 Academy Awards, and it won 11.  More than any other  

  movie has ever won. The sea battle and the chariot race are especially well done.  The 

race scene is almost 20 minutes long, but you hardly notice the time lapse.  

Added features are commentary by film historian T. Gene Hatcher with  

Charlton Heston, who plays Judah Ben-Hur, and a music only track.   

    

  “I saw this movie on the big screen when I was 14, and it impacted my concept of Jesus.  

  Even though he only makes brief appearances, the impact of His life is felt by those on   

  screen and I felt it in the audience. I’ll never forget it!” P.H.  

  

  It’s rated G, but that does not mean it is a “little kid’s” movie.  It means you don’t have to  

  worry about cuss words or naked love scenes.   

    

  P.S. Unlike modern long movies, the producers have built in an intermission so you can    

  get up stretch, get more refreshment, and take care of other necessities without missing  

  any of the movie.  Music is played at the beginning, instead of commercials, and during  

the intermission.    

  

77. The Ten Commandments                231 m.  

  This epic has greatly expanded the story as recorded in the book of Exodus, but it  

  captures the emotions and tension of the great conflict between the God of the  

  Hebrews and the gods of the Egyptians well.  Although made in 1956, it remains a  

  favorite for family viewing.  Rated G.  

  Extras include commentary by author Katherine Orrison, a newsreel of the premier in    

  New York City, and three trailers.  

  

78. Book of Daniel, The                  88 min.  

  This movie stays faithful to the first six chapters of Daniel, but the action is told in  

  flashbacks as Daniel relates his life in captivity to his final captor, King Cyrus. Daniel  

  also reads to Cyrus the prophecies about him that were written 100 years before  

  Cyrus was born, and this has great impact on the king.  

  

79. Intelligent Design Collection: Darwin’s Dilemma (72 min.), Unlocking the Mystery of  194 m.  

  Life (62 min.), and The Privileged Planet (60 min.)  

 “While science generally contends that life and the universe are the products of 

undirected natural processes, new evidence from biology, chemistry, paleontology, 

physics, and astronomy points clearly to a world designed for a purpose. At the heart of 

this debate are three remarkable films that have helped define the major arguments 

for the existence of an intelligent agent behind all of life and the cosmos.” Case back 



80.   King of Creation        40min.                                                                                                                  

 “Breathtaking views of our planet and universe, beloved passages of Scripture, and              

timeless hymns of the Christian faith – all seamlessly woven into a devotional  

 experience you will never forget.” Case back  

  

81.  A Gathering of Souls: The Billy Graham Crusades          50 min.  

  The history and impact of Billy Graham and world-wide evangelistic Crusades  

  

82.        How Great Thou Art & Climb Ev’ry Mountain            2 Hrs.  

  Includes 34 hymns of the Christian faith, some instrumental only and some vocal  

  versions.    

  

83.         Sarah’s Choice                                 90 min.  

A young career woman faces “a moral and potentially career ending choice” when   

she is unexpectedly pregnant.  Sarah struggles with her own feelings and the advice   

of those around her.  God wins in this movie! The “#1 Pro-life film in America.”  

  

84. Hudson Taylor                    85 min.  

  One of the first missionaries into the interior of China, Taylor struggled with faith,  

  opposition, tragedy, and illness.  Yet, he pioneered a ministry that has resulted in   

  millions  coming to faith in Christ.   

                  

85.        Newton’s Grace                  80 min.  

  This is the life story of John Newton who wrote the beloved hymn, “Amazing Grace.”  

  He was a troubled youth who had to experience slavery first hand before he could see  

  God’s grace. Newton’s heart and mind were reformed by the Holy Spirit, and he  

   became a priest and powerful leader in the fight to end the slave trade.  

  

86. Come Before Winter                  72 min.  

  Pastor Dietrich Bonhoeffer and Sefton Delmer were two men who were foes of   

  Adolf Hitler.  Each worked in very different ways to bring about the fall of the    

  Third Reich, each struggled with the moral rightness of what they were doing,   

  and each suffered a different fate.  The live action is interspersed with interviews  

  of those who knew them.  

   “Joe and I (Janna) liked this movie but think adults would appreciate it most. It is  

   a bit confusing and moves fast.  We learned something new with this story.”  

   Janna Gerold    

 [Note: The action does bounce back and forth between what Bonhoeffer was 

doing in Germany and what Delmer was doing in England.] 

 

87.          Risen                            107  

  This story of the Resurrection of Christ from the perspective of the Romans is part  

  Scripture and part theatrical imagination, but is very well done and depicts the    



  transformation of a Roman Tribune from a cynical soldier to a believer and follower   

  of Christ.   

  Rated PG-13 for Biblical violence, including some disturbing images.  

    

88.         A Matter of Faith                  88 min.  

A young Christian girl goes off to college and begins to be influenced by an atheist  

biology professor.  When her father becomes concerned about the one-sided   

teaching, he is tricked into a debate. This movie also deals with some of the other 

common pressures freshmen college students face.   Rated PG for mild thematic 

elements.  

  

89.         The Life of Jesus                   183 m.  

  Dramatization of the Gospel of John in the New English Translation.  

  Every word in this movie is straight from John’s Gospel.  It moves seamlessly from 

    the narration by Christopher Plummer to the spoken words of Christ and his followers.  

  It is three hours long, but worth the watching, or listening if you have work to do.    

  

90. Cross and the Switchblade, The               105 m.  

“David Wilkerson’s courageous mission” and “Nicky Cruz’s dramatic conversion” is 

depicted in this classic film, starring a very young Pat Boone and Eric Estrada. 

Thirty years later, the film has not lost its impact, and neither have Wilkerson and 

Cruz, who both are still actively involved in ministry.  “It remains today one of the 

most compelling stories of love, grace and the truth that no one is ever so far gone 

that they cannot find the way out.” Back cover  

  

91. Courageous Heart of Irena Sendler, The             95 min.  

  During World War II, Irena saved the lives of 2500 Jewish children from the Warsaw   

  Ghetto, for which she received the Nobel Peace Prize in 2005. Her “extraordinary    

  schemes to sneak the children” out of the ghetto included “ambulances, suitcases and    

  even wheelbarrows.” Back cover  

 

92. Charlotte’s Web            94 min. 

  Animated children’s movie based on the book by E.B. White that the whole 

  Family can enjoy.  Rated G 

 

93. Charlotte’s Web 2: Wilbur’s Great Adventure         79 min. 

  Based on characters in the book “Charlotte’s Web” by E.B. White, this  

  adventure was written by Cliff Ruby & Elana Lesser and features Charlotte’s 

  children.  Rated G 

 

 94.        Secret Hand, The         ? 

  This is a male bonding movie that the “boys” in the family will especially enjoy.  

  Mishaps abound when a newly widowed mother asks a neighborhood man for 

  help with her son. He decides to take the boy camping, but the boy knows more 

  about survival in the wilds than he does.  Survive they do, and both learn some 



  valuable lessons. It’s not rated, but would probably be PG. 

   

95.        Glen Campbell: I’ll Be Me       105 m. 

 Documentary of Glen Campbell’s last tour and his progressing Alzheimer’s. 

 Glen and his family used “love, laughter and music as their medicine of choice.” 

 It’s a remarkable story filled with insights about the disease that touches so many 

 families, and it contains lots of Glen’s music and interviews with some of his famous 

 friends. Rated PG for thematic elements and brief language. 

 

 

96.         Hugo          126 m. 

  This is a wonderful movie based on an almost wordless children’s novel. The  

  reader must discern details from the drawings to “discern” the story, but the 

  movie doesn’t make the viewer work that hard!   There is lots of action and  

  dialogue.  The action is set in a train station where Hugo lives during the early  

years of the motion picture.  It was nominated for Best Picture in 2011.   

Rated PG for thematic material, some action/peril, and smoking. Hugo is almost 

hit by a train. 

 

97.         Decoration Day         98 min. 

  Hallmark Hall of Fame production about broken relationships that are mended 

  when the truth is finally told. It won two Golden Globe Awards for Best Drama 

  and Best Actor (James Garner). Rated PG 

 

98.  Greatest Story Ever Told, The       199 m. 

  The story of Jesus, from birth to resurrection, as only Hollywood can do it! 

  It was nominated for five Academy Awards in 1965.  Although the place and  

time of some events have been moved, and Jesus makes statements at odd  

times, the movie does capture the essence of His teaching. A great many 

famous stars from the 1960’s are in this production, often playing bit parts. 

Rated G. 

   

99.  Robe, The         135 m. 

 Based on the book by Lloyd C. Douglas, this Biblical epic was the first movie 

 filmed in CinemaScope.  It was nominated for five Academy Awards in 1953, 

 and “remains one of the screen’s greatest biblical epics.” Richard Burton plays 

 the tormented Roman centurion who won “Christ’s robe in a gambling game 

 at the foot of the cross.” This movie beautifully portrays the effect Jesus has 

 on those who encounter him, and it has an ending not easily forgotten. 

 Rated G. 

 

100.  Demetrius and the Gladiators       102 m. 

 This is the sequel to The Robe, but it is not based on the book.  Demetrius is 

 the former slave to the centurion who won the robe of Jesus.  The robe itself 

 plays a major role in this movie as well.  Demetrius struggles with his newfound 



 Christian faith, flounders, and finally returns to that faith.  It is rated G, but there  

are many violent scenes in the arena with gladiators and animals that will be frightening 

for young children, so I would rate it PG. 

  

101.  Bible, The         172 m. 

 John Huston stars in and directs this Biblical epic that covers the main events 

in Genesis chapters 1-22. Much of the action is very serious, but there are 

              several humorous scenes with Noah and the animals. The cast includes many 

  famous actors from the 1960’s. Rated G, but there is some nudity with the  

  creation of Adam and Eve.  

  

102.  I Can Only Imagine        110 m. 

 This is the true story of the founding of MercyMe and their hit song “I Can 

 Only Imagine.” Bart Millard grew up in a troubled home; his mother ran away  

and his drunken father was so abusive Bart ran away, too. The movie “illustrates the 

power of forgiveness and God’s love.” Rated PG for thematic elements, including some 

violence.  

The eight special added features are worth watching.  I learned from Dennis Quaid’s 

special feature that he is a true believer in Christ! You’ll enjoy the song he wrote for his 

mother.   

 

103. The Creation Adventure Team: Six Short Days, One Big Adventure  35 min. + 

 “From a submarine deep underwater to an airplane high above the earth, 

 Buddy and his team are out to explore! Biblical Reality glasses reveal the 

 unseen truth about God and the world around us.” 

 “Features real-life dinosaur expert and recording artist Buddy Davis. . .  

 best known for his life-sized dinosaur models.”  

 There are lots of extra Special Features, like the “special effects, props and 

 miniatures” and “behind the scenes” segments.  

 Produced by Answers in Genesis 

 For ages 7-12 

 

104. Seventh Brother, The        76 min. 

 From Feature Films for Families; produced by Kutya Productions, Inc. 

 This is an animated feature about a puppy who gets separated from his 

 human family and is adopted by rabbits, who help him find his real family. 

 The theme is that faith overcomes fear. 

 A Parent’s Guide for Family Discussion is on the back of the case.  

 

105. Call of the Cosmos, The        58 min. 

 This movie “is more than a spectacular exploration of galaxies, stars and 

 The planet we call home. It is also a journey into the heart of God.” Case back. 

 This movie will take you “from Earth to the edge of the observable universe.” 

 

106. Joshua          90 min. 



 Based on the Book by Joseph F. Girzone. (We have all the books in the series 

 in our library.)  

 In this modern parable, with a Christ figure as the hero, we witness the transfor- 

mation of a town by a man “known only by his first name,” but some doubt his 

goodness.   

Rated G. 

 

107. Book of Ruth: Journey of Faith, The      91 min. 

  “A Biblical Cinderella story from the archives of the royal Jewish bloodline, 

  Revealing the redemption of their inheritance through the child Obed, who  

  was the grandfather of King David.” From the case back. 

  Unrated. 

  The scriptwriter has made additions to the story, but the basic biblical truths 

  are still present.   

   

 

108. Tortured for Christ        77 min. 

  “Fourteen years in a Communist prison could not break” the faith of  

  Richard Wurmbrand.   His wife, Sabina, suffered in a labor camp. What 

  was their crime? Their faith and witness for Christ! The movie was filmed 

  in Romania, in the actual prison where Richard was held and tortured. 

  Wurmbrand is the founder of Voice of the Martyrs. 

  PG Parents are cautioned because of the mature subject matter. 

 

109. God’s Not Dead 2        121 m. 

  A high school teacher answers a question about Jesus Christ and is taken to 

  court because of her answer. 

Includes Bonus Features: Deleted Scenes; Man, Myth, Messiah with Rice  

Broocks; Between Heaven and Hollywood with David A.R. White; Visual 

Effects of God’s Not Dead 2; Filming in Arkansas; First Liberty; Trailers. 

PG for some thematic elements 

“The teacher’s words are taken out of context and manipulated for the  

purpose of eliminating rights of Christians.  Her courage to stand on the 

truth, whatever the consequences, sets a great example for us.” P.H. 

 

110. Adoniram and Ann Judson       65 min. 

  The Judson’s were the first American missionaries sent abroad.  They served 

  in Burma (Myanmar) for decades.   

  Documentary from the Christian History Institute. 

              Not rated. 

 

111. He Is Risen         250 m. 

  Includes 10 animated Bible stories, approximately 25 minutes each,  

  recommended for ages 4-10. 

  Stories included are The King is Born, The Good Samaritan, The Messiah 



  Comes, David and Goliath, The Lord’s Prayer, He Is Risen, Moses, Joseph 

  in Egypt, Jesus the Son of God, and Abraham and Isaac. 

 

112. Polycarp         93 min. 

  “Polycarp [Bishop of Smyrna] and the Christians must find courage to stand  

for their faith against the growing threat of persecution.”   

Bonus Features (85 minutes) include The Making of Polycarp, Outtakes &  

Bloopers, Deleted Scenes, Trailer. 

2015 Christian Worldview Film Festival winner of three awards: Audience Choice 

Award, Best Feature Film, and Best Original Music Score. 

Not Rated.  The opening scene is of Christians being sent to their death in  

the arena.  Although the violence is not shown, the sounds may frighten young 

children.  I suggest the movie not be viewed by children younger than eight. 

 

113. Daniel and the Lion’s Den       290 m. 

  Six animated Bible stories, including Daniel and the Lion’s Den, David and 

  Goliath, Samson and Delilah, Sodom and Gomorrah, The Story of Moses, 

  and Joshua and the Battle of Jericho. 

 

114. Paul, Apostle of Christ        159 m.+ 

  Paul is in prison, and Luke writes another book about the beginning of The 

  Way. “Their faith challenged an empire. But their words changed the world.” 

  Includes special features: Deleted Scenes; The Path of the Apostle: How Saul 

  Became Paul; The Living Word: From Scripture to Screen; Recreating First- 

  Century Rome; An Extraordinary Friendship: Luke and Paul. 

  PG-13 Some violent content and disturbing images. 

  “The ‘disturbing images’ include the burning of Christians alive during the  

  reign of Nero, this movie is NOT for young children.” P.H. 

   

115. Gospel of Luke, The        205 m. 

  Word-for-word, unedited, from the New International Version Bible. 

  Not rated. 

 

116. Week that Changed the World, The      33 min. 

  Documentary on Holy Week. 

  Dr. Paul L. Maier, historian, “takes viewers step by step through the events 

  of Holy Week—shedding light on the key players, unravelling the political   

  intrigue, and answering longstanding questions about what happened, and 

  why.” Back of case  

 

117. Perpetua: Early Church Martyr      61 min. 

  Documentary about “a courageous young woman of the early church who  

  dared to claim Jesus as her Lord in the face of Roman opposition.” Case back 

 

118. Passover, The      30 min. 



  “Zola Levitt welcomes you into a Jewish home for the traditional Seder [Passover] 

  Meal, revealing the meal’s symbols and the true Messiah to whom these   

symbols point.” Back of case 

119. Acts: The Acts of the Apostles       Unknown 

  Word-for-word from the New International Version Bible. 

  Search feature makes it possible to search by event or chapter. 

  2 disks. 

 

120. Story of the Twelve Apostles, The      100 m. 

  “From their early fear and discouragement at the shock of the Crucifixion, 

  to the final acceptance of the resurrection and their epic mission to spread 

  the Gospel through the known world, it’s an inspiring, astonishing story of  

  the little-known men who became The Twelve Apostles.” Back of case 

   

  

    

   

    

  

    

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

    

  

  

    

  

    

    

  


